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Abstract—TCP-based streaming has garnered much
research interest in the past few years. Yet it still
remains difficult to evaluate the performance of such
streaming approaches in mobile networks. In the past,
this could be be partly attributed to the scarce avail-
ability of mobile network simulators but this circum-
stance has changed. Nevertheless, there are many open
issues and challenges in video delivery over mobile
networks.

Inspired by the lack of tools for assessing video
streaming QoS and QoE, we provide a streaming frame-
work on top of one of the existing mobile network sim-
ulators. The framework is configurable and extensible
enough to be able to be employed for many mobile
and other network scenarios. The provided scenarios
and example playback strategies are put to the test in
some initial experiments. In these, a negative impact
of mobility on the playback of a streaming video could
already be revealed.

I. Introduction
While video streaming has always been a hot topic

in computer networks, its prevalent form today, TCP-
based streaming, has only shifted into focus in recent
years. TCP-based streaming solutions exhibit a number
of properties not present in classic UDP or RTP-based
approaches. Not only helped these make their usage in
today’s Internet much more widespread they also have
become a worthwhile target for further investigation.

Additionally, large portions of today’s home user Inter-
net traffic flows across mobile networks on the last mile,
including video streaming traffic. Combining these two
circumstances can reveal certain interactions, occurring
between the corresponding network layers, that may be
unintentional or even harmful to the streaming experience.
Examples include the service outage during a handover
between two base stations or a fading radio signal when
moving at higher velocities. Furthermore, the influence of
the mobile network’s control plane with its huge array of
signaling procedures (cf. e.g. [1]) on video streaming user
traffic has also not yet been closely investigated.

Investigating these kinds of issues and, more generally,
video streaming Quality of Experience (QoE) in a produc-

tion mobile network is not only a complex and costly task,
but some data may be outright inaccessible without having
probes in the mobile network itself. A feat which rarely
any mobile provider allows. Instead, another approach
can usually be taken without compromising too much:
simulating the network and the streaming process.

However, the state of simulating TCP streaming in
mobile networks is rather disappointing. No complete and
free solution is available which combines these two parts.
This paper aims to rectify this problem by building a
simple and flexible streaming simulation model atop on
of the available mobile network simulation models. The
streaming model is described along with the survey that
preceded the selection of the mobile simulation and their
caveats.

To demonstrate the simulation framework and some of
the interactions that can occur with mobile streaming,
two exemplary scenarios are set up and evaluated. Even
with these simple experiments, mobility influences can
already be experienced.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly
covers the background on TCP streaming, the viable se-
lection of network simulators and related work. Section III
then moves on to describe the simulation setup including
the employed model of the streaming strategy as well
as the two scenarios. Afterwards, Section IV evaluates
these two scenarios by looking at metrics regarding the
streaming quality. Finally, Section V concludes this paper.

II. Background and Related Work
This section provides the background and related work

to the involved topics of Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) streaming as well as the state of mobile network
simulators. A closer look is also taken on the specific
selected simulator, ns-3.
A. TCP Streaming Challenges

Most TCP-based streaming approaches, including the
most prominent HTTP-based ones, share several common-
alities related to their TCP-nature. Amongst those, the



reliable transmission feature, which operates by retrans-
mitting lost, damaged, or delayed packets, can be the
most influential — or detrimental — one to streaming.
Reliability makes video streaming never miss any video
frame or parts of it, any video will be played out in
the same image quality that it was stored in. But if
one intermittent packet is missing, and the video buffer
subsequently runs dry, playback must stop and wait until
the buffer gets filled up again.

Therefore, the frequency and length of video playback
stalls is the defining quality metric of simple TCP stream-
ing and has been the topic of several past publications
(e.g. cf. [2] and [3]). The more flexible adaptive TCP
streaming variants offer multiple versions of the same
video in different quality levels to choose from at will or
at certain positions during playback. But this also requires
additional metrics to fully measure any quality level the
player currently displays and has buffered.

Previous publications, such as [4], have already recog-
nized the complexity of accurately tackling the quality
and behavior of adaptive streaming in a realistic net-
work scenario. This includes especially effects originating
from running multiple adaptive streams over the same
network with the control loops of the adaptation process
interacting in unintended ways. Additional feedback loop
interactions may also occur with other network protocols,
such as the TCP congestion control loop, applications, or
network elements.

B. Available Mobile Network Simulation Frameworks

Before implementing a streaming simulation a viable
network simulator, including a framework for Third Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP)-based mobile net-
works, has to be found. It would not make much sense
to implement a new network simulator just for this pub-
lication. Creating and maintaining a network simulator
requires large efforts in terms of verification of its behavior
as well as keeping it up-to-date with the latest network
protocols and standards. This is especially critical for
mobile networks such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) with
its large array of interdependent protocols and network
architectures, that have to be mimicked very closely in a
simulation to resemble a real network’s behavior.

Two of the oft neglected parts of a mobile network in
simulation frameworks are the core network as well as
the signaling and control plane. Those two can have a
large influence on any user plane transmission, not just
the characteristics of the radio transmission as would be
immediately obvious. Work previously conducted in [1], [5]
and [6] reveals such an influence of signaling and tunneling
on the network’s load. Therefore, to better evaluate reli-
able streaming, first a survey on existing mobile network
simulation frameworks was conducted. The following list
overviews currently publicly available simulation frame-
works with Third Generation (3G)/LTE support:

• An external Universal Mobile Telecommunications
System (UMTS) module1 is available for the ns-2
network simulator. A further, separate collection of
patches2 also extends ns-2 with UMTS radio link
capabilities [7] but it is not publicly available. Both
extensions are, as of March 2015, no longer being
developed and not up-to-date to the latest 3GPP
specifications. They also focus solely on the radio
link’s physical and link layer in the user domain of
UMTS.

• Another third-party radio link simulation model is
available for MATLAB3 [8].

• A standalone LTE simulation4 [9] includes models
for some LTE nodes, including the Evolved Node
B (eNB) and Mobility Management Entity (MME)
and implements a selection of protocols (Packet Data
Convergence Protocol (PDCP), Radio Link Control
(RLC), and Radio Resource Control (RRC)). How-
ever, the implementation of these nodes and protocols
is rudimentary at best and not even close to the
actual specification. Additionally, the simulator lacks
a coherent TCP/Internet Protocol (IP) stack as IP
is reduced to its basic functionality and TCP is
completely absent.

• A framework dubbed SimuLTE5 is available for OM-
NeT++6. Included are the user plane aspects of the
radio link and some basic Serving Gateway (SGW)
and Packet Gateway (PGW) functionality.

• The ns-37 simulator already contains an
LTE/Evolved Packet Core (EPC) module called
LENA8 [10] with features similar to SimuLTE.
Again, only user plane SGW/PGW functionality
is present with an initial GTP User (GTP-U)
implementation.

• Several other commercial simulators are also avail-
able, e.g., Riverbed Modeler (formerly known as OP-
NET), but were not further considered due to their
commercial nature.

The goal is to simulate reliable streaming in a realistic
mobile environment. That would ideally include both a
complete horizontal network path — both the radio link
as well as the core network — as well as vertical network
stack — comprising both user plane and control plane.
Unfortunately, none of the above feature a complete repre-
sentation. Nonetheless, the simulators still provide a viable
basis for a mobile streaming framework as long as the
limitations are kept in mind.

1http://net.infocom.uniroma1.it/reti_files/reti_downloads.htm
2http://seacorn.cs.ucy.ac.cy/eumtssim/
3http://www.nt.tuwien.ac.at/research/mobile-communications/

lte-simulators/
4http://telematics.poliba.it/index.php/en/lte-sim
5https://github.com/inet-framework/simulte
6http://www.omnetpp.org/
7http://www.nsnam.org
8http://networks.cttc.es/mobile-networks/software-tools/lena/
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Fig. 1. LTE TCP streaming simulation testbed using a possible
network topology. Items with a gray backdrop are contributions of
this work. Suggestions for features the framework could be extended
with are marked in italics.

C. ns-3 and the LENA LTE Framework
Ultimately, the choice as a foundation for reliable

streaming simulations was made for ns-3 with the LENA
module. Alongside with SimuLTE it has the most complete
LTE representation. And targeting LTE networks seems
to be the more future-proof path in the the long term.
With the exception of OMNeT++, which has comparable
capabilities, ns-3’s TCP/IP is much more complete and
realistic than that of the other frameworks. Additionally,
it can also incorporate the actual TCP/IP stack of certain
Linux kernels using the Network Simulation Cradle (NSC)
and Direct Code Execution (DCE) projects. As an addi-
tional feature, ns-3 (alongside with OMNeT++) can also
act as a network emulator for real network traffic. This can
be exploited in the upcoming model to increase the realism
of the simulation. In the long run, to better represent
actual mobile networks, the base radio framework in ns-3
would still need to be extended with more control plane
aspects and continuously adapted to the latest 3GPP
specifications.

III. Simulation Framework
With ns-3 chosen and the core network model set, the

task is now to define and simulate TCP streaming on
top of the LTE network. To properly evaluate the setup
a number of measurement series also has to be defined
and conducted. Through this simulation testbed, arbitrary
TCP streaming playback models can now be tested and
optimized for the various conditions and pitfalls of mobile
networks. Of special interest could be the relation to mo-
bility phenomenons and issues occurring during handover.

A. Simulation Setup
The initial network model is kept as simple as possible as

depicted in Figure 1. LENA readily provides (as discussed
incomplete) implementations for the User Equipments
(UEs), eNB, and a combined SGW/PGW node. The
full mobile network protocol stack is available for the

user plane traffic on all these links. For the streaming
simulation two components were added to this network:
a streaming server and a streaming receiver and player.9

1) Streaming Server: The streaming server represents
the node from which the client requests and pulls the
video segments. It is connected trough an assumed In-
ternet path to the mobile ISP’s PGW. To set up more
realistic scenarios, the simulated network can be easily
expanded to include more streaming clients, or other nodes
generating background traffic. Similarly, the typical CDN
structures of today’s streaming service providers can also
be recreated more accurately.

Upon receipt of a request for a specific segment over
TCP a dummy segment with the correct size is immedi-
ately sent to the streaming client, reusing the open TCP
connection. The TCP congestion avoidance mechanism
implemented by ns-3 is New Reno, which has to be kept
in mind when evaluating any simulation results. Results
could differ especially when comparing it to newer conges-
tion avoidance mechanisms that are optimized for a high
Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP), e.g. CUBIC.

Typically, TCP streaming is conducted by using HTTP
as application layer protocol but there is no ns-3 mod-
ule available that provides HTTP. Concerning HyperText
Transfer Protocol (HTTP), it would only add a slight
protocol overhead at the beginning of the transmission
and at the start of each segment through the presence of
some headers. Typically, the influence of this can be safely
ignored for long-running experiments. However, newer
protocols and protocol variations such as, e.g., using TLS
or HTTP/2 add some interesting features and behavioral
patterns, that may be worth investigating separately. As
ns-3 has, to our knowledge, no built-in support for either
of those, this would be a task for future work. In this setup,
TCP will be directly used to transport the stream in order
to further reduce implementation efforts and additional
sources of influence. Therefore, the simulation can be used
to imitate any type of TCP streaming approach or content
type. The streaming client and server could be adjusted
accordingly, depending on the desired outcome, e.g., to
either resemble a video on demand or a live source.

2) Streaming Client: The client’s playback buffering
model is implemented as an application running on the
UE. The device also initiates the streaming and takes care
of requesting each individual segment. For the purpose of
this simulation the segments do not contain actual video
data and are just filled with zero bytes of the correct
amount. Rather, the playback simulator just reads a list
of frames and their size and synchronizes this information
with the received amount of data to correctly calculate the
video buffer and the number of frames contained within.
The frame list is generated from actual video data using
ffmpeg.

9All scenario source code and the implementation of the new nodes
is available at https://github.com/Steindi01/lteNS3.



With this information available at the simulated player,
data for the evaluation can now be processed and collected.
On the streaming client’s side this simply consists of the
size of the video buffer at each point in time as well
as events derived from this, including the number and
duration of simulated video playback stalls. For adaptive
streaming, the segment request timestamp and quality
level of each of the requested segment also needs to be
recorded. In addition, full network traces are kept by ns-3
for each link for further evaluation.

One of the core elements of any TCP streaming client
is its transmission and playback strategy. Much research
has been conducted especially in the area of adaptive
streaming strategies, suggesting paths to optimize adap-
tive strategies for example in terms of their average
quality level and their number of level switches [11] and
implementing better QoE management for the streaming
process [12]. Furthermore, subjective user studies have
also been conducted that underline the impact of certain
adaptation parameters [13]. The research shows that video
quality should be maximized first, with a lesser impor-
tance on the number of quality switches. The information
available at the streaming client allows for an implemen-
tation of a multitude of different playback strategies, i.e.,
buffer-based strategies, based on Quality of Service (QoS)
monitoring and bandwidth predictions, see [4].

The initial framework was created with two exemplary
strategies in mind, that loosely resemble the behavior of
real video streaming services, one simple and one adaptive
strategy. Both employ segmented video files and request
each segment at a time they deem appropriate. They can
be used as a template for further strategies. The two
strategies are:

• Four Threshold Segmented Strategy. This first
playback strategy is governed by four thresholds that
represent buffer fill levels at which the playback or
the transmission will either be started or stopped
respectively. Figure 2 demonstrates this strategy in
an example scenario. The threshold values were not
chosen to be optimal but should just showcase some
of the events that can occur with such a strategy.

• Six Threshold Window Scaling Strategy. This
strategy represents a very simple adaptive strategy
and achieves this by simply adding two further thresh-
olds to the previous one, that are used to switch to
higher or lower quality levels respectively. It could
further be extended to by transmission and video
rate monitoring mechanisms to improve the timing of
the quality switches. But as stated, to find optimal
adaptive strategies one should refer to the above
references, which should be relatively easy to translate
to this framework.

3) Simulated Network: During transmission, the exist-
ing LTE framework sets up the lower layer protocols,
which includes the radio stack and the GPRS Tunneling
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Fig. 2. Sample simulation run demonstrating the four threshold
strategy.

Protocol (GTP) core network bearer, accordingly. In the
simplest model, only one eNB and one UE are present,
to avoid interference with other devices. Additionally, a
mobility model has to be selected for the target UE to
in order to conduct the experiments. The simplest case
would be a stationary mobility model at a close distance
to the transceiver, putting more emphasis on testing the
influence of the overall network path rather than mobility
factors. This should also give a measure of the upper limit
of the achievable TCP streaming performance, as all other
mobility models will undoubtedly reduce the performance.

Furthermore, the link between the PGW and the
streaming server acts as the “Internet link”. Here, any
conditions that would be present during a transmission,
that are not intrinsic to the mobile network, should be
simulated. This can include adding a certain amount of
delay and packet loss and limiting the throughput to
account for the server’s distance to the mobile network. By
modeling this link or supplanting it with a more concrete
network model, a Content Distribution Network (CDN)
infrastructure or other use cases, such as edge caching,
can be simulated and evaluated.

The scenario can now be easily extended to factor
in multiple devices and an actual mobility model with
handovers. The necessary capabilities to set this up are
already present in ns-3’s LTE model. Apart from the
described settings the LTE nodes are otherwise left at their
default configuration, which should yield an overall net
bandwidth of 80 Mbit/s in the LTE radio cell according to
the documentation.

B. Usage as an Emulator
Beyond its application as a pure simulation, a simulated

ns-3 LTE network could additionally be facilitated as a
network emulator. Figure 3 demonstrates such a setup.
To be able to use it for a streaming emulation in the style
of the measurements conducted in [14] a bridging device
would need to be added on each side of the network, that
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TABLE I
Parameters of the video used in the streaming simulation

scenarios.

Parameter Low
Quality

Standard
Quality

High
Quality

Video duration 318 s 602 s 596 s
Size 19.2 MiB 258 MiB 853 MiB
Frame rate 29.97/s 29.97/s 24/s
Average video
bitrate

504 kbit/s 3596 kbit/s 12 Mbit/s

Codec H.263 MPEG-4 MPEG-4

interfaces with a real testbed network. The only task of the
simulated part is then to alter the network QoS parameters
of the link according to its model. This approach is ideally
suited to quickly test existing and already implemented
streaming solutions for use with a mobile network and
saves the effort of reimplementing them as a simulation
model. For example, it can be combined with our previous
work on emulating HTTP streaming conducted in [2].

As this approach allows the transmission of actual video
streaming traffic through the simulated LTE network, full-
reference video QoE metrics can now be employed as an
additional quality metric. This is especially worthwhile to
determine the image quality degradations in comparison
to the source material when adaptive streaming is used.
Such objective video quality metrics are surveyed in [15].

IV. Numerical Examples
To test the basic viability of the streaming simulation

model10 several test scenarios are defined and subse-
quently evaluated. Common to them is the configuration
of the video streaming simulation module. In every case
the simpler four threshold strategy is facilitated and tested
with the three videos described in Table I, each represent-
ing a different quality profile. Only one simulation run
was conducted for each parameter setting as there are
no known random factors introduced in these scenarios
that would merit running with different random seeds.
Extended scenarios, e.g., involving random movement pat-
terns during mobility, would however require repetition.

The quality of the streaming process will be determined
on the basis of several recorded metrics. First and foremost
this includes the frequency and length of occurring stalling
events which can be derived from monitoring the simulated

10The validity of the LTE model is taken as-is and covered by other
research, e.g. [10].

video buffer and calculating its fill level. Also, the currently
played segment quality level and the segment request
time are stored. This is the same process that would be
conducted when monitoring an actual streaming player
and results are therefore easily comparable between the
two.

If required, streams could also be broken down to a
lower layer network protocol level for each involved link
to investigate local effects, such as the influence of the
encapsulation of the user packets into a GTP tunnel in the
mobile core network, or the scheduling and propagation
effects of the radio link. Additionally, intrinsic mobile net-
work events will also be captured, enabling, for example,
the investigation of mobility-related effects as conducted
in the second experiment.

In order to attain more practical results, that might
be used for further QoE monitoring and management
purposes, the traced QoS measures will be fed into an
QoE metric defined in [3] to get an initial impression
of how mobile streaming fares compared to experiments
conducted by experiments in other research for wired
access.

A. Congested Internet Path
This first series of evaluations exclusively looks at the

impact of QoS at the streaming server’s connection to
the mobile network and leaves the LTE configuration
unaltered. Therefore, this setup can be used to test for the
influence of load or bottlenecked interconnections at the
CDN of a streaming service. The radio subsystem is config-
ured to have a stationary UE in close vicinity of the single
eNB. It should therefore reach the maximum attainable
performance of radio link as it will be undisturbed by other
users and fading effects. Therefore, it also represents the
best case scenario for mobile streaming. If the streaming
strategies and the associated video files reveal issues under
these conditions they will surely also fail in an environment
with a more degraded radio link. The QoS variables altered
here are the server link’s bandwidth and delay. Loss will
remain unchanged and at zero, as it would just result in
just another source of delay for the streaming process due
to TCP retransmissions.

The first series solely alters the bandwidth of the
streaming server’s link up to a maximum of 1000 Mbit/s.
The results are depicted in the Figures 4 and 5. As soon
as the link’s bandwidth exceeds the video’s bit rate, the
number and duration of stalls are reduced. Stall events
and duration in both the low and standard quality videos
drop to zero. Only the high quality video does not show
the same results. As its bit rate of 12 Mbit/s should
be perfectly manageable for the radio link some other
explanation is required. A possible hypothesis are issues
with the approach to requesting subsequent segments.
As these need to be requested in a timely manner while
other segments are still being transmitted, they could be
requested to late and do not saturate the link anymore.
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Fig. 5. Number of stalling events of the simulated streaming player
under limited Internet bandwidth.

However, this is somewhat contrary to the additional
effect observed at link speeds of 100 Mbit/s and above,
where the stalling phases suddenly experience an unex-
pected increase. As this happens exactly when the trans-
mission speed exceeds the radio links capacity of about
80 Mbit/s it might be an indication of the negative interac-
tion of LTE’s loss and congestion concealment with TCP’s
congestion avoidance mechanisms, related to bufferbloat
issues discussed, e.g., in [16]. TCP can not properly de-
tect the bottleneck capacity in a timely manner as LTE
attempts to buffer and retransmit any packet exceeding
the radio capacity below the user IP layer. Through this
issue, the effective goodput seems to get reduced to about
5 Mbit/s, which is not enough for the high quality video
to stream without interruption.

Last, the QoE metric is calculated and from Figure 6
it is immediately evident that the perceived quality really
suffers in this scenario. The Mean Opinion Score (MOS)
of the high quality video never exceeds the equations base
value, meaning that the video is effectively unwatchable
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Fig. 6. Computed QoE of the streaming strategy with limited
bandwidth.
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Fig. 7. Relative stalling duration of the simulated streaming player
under increased Internet latency.

according to the metric. The other two video profiles man-
age to achieve a good quality when sufficient bandwidth
is present, with the issues above 80 Mbit/s in mind.

In a second series of simulation runs the latency of the
streaming server’s link was increased incrementally up to
an additional latency of 1000 ms. The values were set de-
terministically with no probability distribution. Figures 7
and 8 again show the results in terms of the relative
duration and number of stalling phases. The playback
simulation seems to be excessively sensitive to latency
increases. Even a small 100 ms increase makes the high
and standard quality videos completely unwatchable as
the stalling duration is more than ten times longer than
the actual video. With latencies beyond 100 ms the high
quality video could not be successfully streamed anymore.
The computed QoE of this scenario is not displayed as
it essentially never deviates from the base MOS of 1.5,
verifying the detrimental impact of the latency.

This behavior can partially be attributed to the sim-
plistic segment request strategy used in this experiment.
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New segment are only requested when the previous one
has fully arrived. As this takes a full round trip, the
latency has a significant influence on the arrival time of
subsequent segments. To avoid this kind of stop-and-wait
behavior in the segment request process, new segments
need to be requested sufficiently in advance while the
previous segment is still being transmitted, so that the full
bandwidth is always utilized. With these improvements to
the retrieval strategy this specific issue can be eliminated.
But this shows just one of the many pitfalls and influences
of various layers. A simple implementation detail may
have large implications on the streaming quality the user
experience.

B. Device Mobility
Besides altering the server link, the effects of the sim-

ulated LTE network can also be investigated through
various other means. In the following scenario a simple
model for mobility will be under scrutiny. The cellular
structure and the “seamless” service is one of the most
crucial features of mobile networks, but it also brings along
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Fig. 10. Playback buffer time series of the simulated mobility
experiments with increasing distance between device and eNBs.

a series of issues that can occur during the horizontal han-
dover period. Today’s mobile users expect that streamed
videos also work when they are on the move which can be a
demanding task for a streaming strategy to achieve as the
radio link’s properties and capacity can rapidly change.

For this scenario to be reflected in the simulator, a
second eNB is added to the network. Both are connected
through the X2 interface, which is facilitated by the eNB-
anchored mobility provided by ns-3’s LTE model. Instead
of having a constant position relative to the eNB, the
UE will now move back and forth between two waypoints
on a path running in parallel to the two base stations
which are placed at a distance of d between each other.
A handover is triggered each time the device leaves the
range of one station and enters the other one’s coverage
area. Furthermore, the horizontal distance on the 2D-
plane between the device and the eNBs is controlled by
a second parameter y. Figure 9 depicts this scenario and
the positioning of the waypoints. More complex mobility
models can also be set up very easily.

For the purpose of this experiment, the two eNBs
were placed at a vertical distance of d = 500 m while
the horizontal distance to the device was varied between
y = 0 m and y = 150 m. The device is moving at a
constant velocity of 20 m/s. During the movement the
standard quality video was streamed to the device and its
playback simulated. The results in terms of the buffer fill
level are displayed in Figure 10. The color-coded horizontal
lines once again demark the same thresholds from the
previously described four threshold segmented streaming
strategy.

The handover events between the two eNB are denoted
by the gray vertical lines and occur in regular intervals.
The actual control transfer usually last for only about



40 ms. But looking at the figures it is immediately evident
that the video buffer, and therefore the throughput of
the video segments, already suffers seconds before this
handover event when the edge of the radio range of
the currently active eNB is reached. The playback stop
threshold is undercut several times right at the handover
mark resulting in a playback stalling phase.

It seems, that the throughput at the radio edge drops
below the video’s average bitrate of 3596 kbit/s. Therefore,
the buffer cannot be maintained for this quality level.
If the buffer was at a critically low level beforehand, it
will run empty and lead to stalling due to the mobility.
Additionally, there seems to be a dependency between the
stalling probability and the distance between device and
base station. A farther distance decreases the achievable
throughput leading to an increased chance of the buffer
running dry.

C. Initial Insights and Future Extensions
Mobile streaming playback strategies can attempt to

counteract mobility-related issues in a number of ways. A
simple approach would be to adjust the threshold levels to
allow for a much larger buffer while also restarting trans-
missions earlier. But this comes at the price of an increased
memory resource usage on the device, which might not
possible in every scenario. Second, the strategy can be
exchanged for an adaptive one, for example the described
six threshold window scaling strategy with appropriately
chosen threshold values. Here, the stalls are exchanged for
phases of lower quality video, which is always preferable
according to [11].

Finally, any kind of streaming strategy could be im-
proved by attempting some form of so-called cross-layer
cooperation mechanisms. By utilizing context information
from the radio network layers in the mobile device, han-
dover events could be detected sufficiently in advance. If
this information is made available to the upper layers
in the stack and to user space applications, appropriate
reactions could be chosen by any affected party, e.g., in this
case the streaming player and its playback strategy. By
temporarily increasing the maximum buffer threshold and
requesting segments more rapidly or by quickly dropping
to a lower quality level in advance and filling the buffer up
as illustrated in Figure 11.

V. Conclusion
The work conducted in this publications aimed to

provide an initial foundation for simulating TCP-based
streaming in mobile networks. The LTE models in current
open network simulation frameworks are finally mature
enough to provide some insights into the performance of
mobile streaming applications, albeit with the limitation
of the missing control plane signaling interactions and
load. The final missing link was the presence of a flexible
streaming simulation model, which this paper aimed to
rectify.
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(b) Stalling can be prevented by hinting and proactively filling the
playback buffer.

Fig. 11. Adaptive video streaming scenario with and without han-
dover prediction and cross-layer hinting.

Initial experiments using this simulation framework al-
ready showed some interesting results and seemed to con-
firm the negative influence of mobility to a running video
streaming applications. In such a scenario appropriate
measures need to be taken to ensure a consistent streaming
quality. This involves, e.g., a careful choice of the playback
strategy and its parameters and thresholds.

Apart from the experiments conducted here, some oth-
ers scenarios listed here are also worth investigating but
out of scope for this work. If one plans to implement a TCP
streaming solution, the simulation can be utilized to test
and optimize the QoE of any kind of playback strategy and
transmission mechanics and attune it to mobile networks.
A prime example would be to connect the simulator to
the QoE adaptation approach given in [13] for a complete
benchmarking tool.

The opposite approach would also be possible for mobile
network operators: Map the operator’s mobile network in-
frastructure onto the simulation and test the performance
of existing streaming strategies with it. If any issues or
performance bottlenecks are discovered, the operator can
make adjustments to the infrastructure and implement
these changes afterwards outside of the simulation. It
would also be very worth while to evaluate the impact of
the mentioned cross-layer cooperation mechanisms as they
are specifically intended to reduce the influence this kind
of mobile network architecture has on user applications.
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